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Chapter 1. Introduction & Overview of Geology 
1. Describe the field of geology 
2. Describe hazards and resources of Earth 
3. Give examples of the uniqueness of Earth 
4. Discuss why resources of Earth are essential 
5. Discuss why intelligent preservation of our environment depends upon the knowledge and 
application of geology 
6. Summarize various theories for the origin of our solar system. 
7. Describe how Earth changed from a homogeneous body to a differentiated planet. 
8. State the reasons for Earth's rising temperature as it formed. 
9. Discuss how the production of free oxygen began 
10. Compare and contrast current theories on the origins of life. 
11. Recognize that Earth continues to change because of internal and surficial processes. 
12. Briefly describe the internal structure of Earth and how Earth's internal heat engine works. 
13. Relate the beginnings of the theory of plate tectonics to the scientific method. 

 

Chapter 2. Earth's Interior 
1. Describe how seismic explorations give evidence of Earth's interior 
2. Describe and name three zones of Earth's interior 
3. Compare and contrast features of the crust and mantle 
4. Discuss character and significance of lithosphere and asthenosphere 
5. Indicate the probable composition and structure of the core and the evidence which supports 
this theory 
6. Describe how and why isostatic adjustment takes place 
7. Describe nature of Earth's magnetic field and magnetic poles 
8. Explain significance of geothermal gradient and the flow of Earth's heat 

 



Chapter 3. The Sea Floor 
1. Describe how the sea floor is studied. 
2. Describe the general topography of the ocean floor. 
3. Sketch and label a cross section which shows the following: 

_ continental shelf 
_ continental slope 
_ continental rise 
_ abyssal plain 
_ mid-oceanic ridge 
_ abyssal hills 
_ guyots  

4. Describe the typical features of submarine canyons and current theories on canyon formation. 
5. Indicate the relationship between oceanic trenches, Benioff zones, andesitic volcanism and 
island arcs or continental edges. 
6. Describe the geologic nature and significance of the mid-ocean ridge. 
7. Differentiate between seamounts, guyots, and aseismic ridges. 
8. Describe the formation of three major types of coral reefs. 
9. Discuss the origin of the principal sea floor deposits and explain their geographic distribution. 
10. List the fundamental differences between continental and oceanic crusts in terms of their 
structure, age, and rock type. 

 

Chapter 4. Plate Tectonics: Birth of a Theory 
1. Explain the theory of continental drift 
2. List the lines of evidence used by Alfred Wegener to support his theory of continental drift 
and the existence of a supercontinent 
3. Discuss the objections to the theory of continental drift 
4. Cite the evidence that contributed to a revival of the idea of continental drift. 
5. Explain methods used to determine the drift history of the continents. 
6. Summarize Harry Hess's theory of sea floor spreading 
7. Describe the causes of magnetic patterns on the sea floor and how they allow us to measure 
the rate of sea floor motion and predict the age of the sea floor 
8. Describe the rates of plate motion 

 

 
Chapter 4. Plate Tectonics: Plate Dynamics 
1. Differentiate between the asthenosphere and lithosphere and state their significance to plate 
tectonics theory 
2. Describe and give examples of three types of plate boundaries, including their characteristic 
geologic features 



3. Describe the origin of island arcs and deep sea trenches 
4. Explain the process of backarc spreading 
5. Give examples of where continental collision has occurred 
6. Relate plate tectonic theory to the origin and distribution of: 

• volcanoes 
• earthquakes 
• young mountain ranges 
• major sea floor features  

7. Summarize the various theories for the driving force behind plate tectonics 
8. Discuss the evidence relating to origin of the Hawaiian islands to hot spot theory 
9. Discuss the unresolved questions regarding plate tectonics theory 

 

Chapter 5. Mountains and Continental Crust 
1. Discuss the characteristics of major mountain belts in terms of the following: 

• size and alignment 
• age 
• thickness and density of rocks and rock layers 
• patterns of folding and faulting 
• metamorphism and plutonism  

2. Describe the evolution of a mountain belt from its inception on the sea floor 
3. Explain the concept of orogeny as it applies to: 

• ocean-ocean convergence 
• ocean-continent convergence 
• continent-continent convergence  

 

Chapter 6. Geologic Structures 
1. Compare and contrast stress and strain 
2. Distinguish among compressive, tensional, and shear stresses; andbetween plastic strain, 
elastic strain, and fracturing 
3. Describe how geologic structures provide clues that allow us to decipher the geologic past 
4. Illustrate how strike and dip are used to denote e attitude of inclined strata 
5. Explain how folds are classified 
6. Discuss why knowing the geometry and rock composition of folds is economically important 
7. Distinguish between joints and faults 
8. Explain how faults are classified 
9. Give reasons why characterizing a fault as active or inactive may be difficult 
10. Compare and contrast three kinds of unconformities 
11. Explain what each type of unconformity implies about the sequence of geologic events. 



 

Chapter 7. Earthquakes 
1. Describe the factors that contribute to the occurrence of earthquakes 
2. Recognize the relationships between faults and earthquakes 
3. Describe the characteristics of P and S waves and contrast them with surface wave motion 
4. Discuss how the location of an earthquake is determined 
5. Explain the difference between the intensity and magnitude of an earthquake and how each is 
determined 
6. Compare earthquakes that occur in the eastern United States to those that occur in the west 
7. Describe the effects of earthquakes 
8. Explain the origin of tsunamis 
9. Trace major concentrations of earthquakes on a map of the world. 
10. Relate the concept of plate boundaries to the distribution of earthquakes. 

 

Chapter 8. Geologic Time 
1. Discuss the importance of the concept of geologic time 
2. Recognize the contributions of Hutton to our understanding of geologic time 
3. Discuss the concept of uniformitarianism 
4. Differentiate between the relative time scale and the absolute time scale 
5. Explain how original horizontality, superposition, and cross-cutting relationships are used to 
solve geologic problems 
6. Describe how rock units in separate areas are correlated through the methods of: 

• physical continuity 
• stratigraphic position 
• similarity of rocks 
• comparison of fossils  

7. Explain the evidence for the age of the Earth and why the oldest rocks will never be found 
8. Describe the processes that can either destroy the remains of an organism or cause it to 
become fossilized 
9. Explain why stromatolites are important 
10. State the various explanations for mass extinctions, such as the extinction of the dinosaurs 
11. Discuss radiometric dating and its application to geologic time 
12. Describe the basis for developing a geologic time scale. 

 

Chapter 9. Minerals 
1. Distinguish among rocks, minerals, and chemical elements 
2. Explain what constitutes and atom and how atoms of various elements differ 
3. State how atoms bond together 
4. Name the eight most abundant elements in Earth's crust and relate these elements to the 



composition of the most common minerals 
5. Recognize the significance of the silica tetrahedron and the principle of crystallinity in the 
structure of minerals 
6. Identify the conditions a substance must satisfy in order to be considered a mineral in the 
geologic sense of the term 
7. Describe the properties and structures of the most common rock-forming minerals 
8. Indicate the physical properties that are used to identify minerals in hand specimens 
9. Understand the minerals are the building blocks of rocks. 

 

Chapter 10. Volcanism 
1. Recognize the importance of volcanic activity to the science of geology 
2. Describe how volcanism relates to the origin of the atmosphere and affects Earth's climate 
3. Contrast the beneficial and catastrophic effects of volcanism on humans. 
4. Indicate the factors that control the explosive violence of volcanic eruptions and influence the 
shape of volcanic mountains.  
5. Differentiate among mafic, felsic, and intermediate lavas and describe the color and mineral 
composition of the volcanic rocks that result 
6. Compare the three major types of volcanoes in terms of their size, shape, and composition and 
give examples of each 
7. Recognize the characteristics of volcanic domes. 
8. Describe the origin of plateau basalts and pillow basalts 
9. Indicate factors that affect the texture of extrusive rocks and relate these factors to the 
formation of obsidian, phenocrystic lava, tuff, breccia, vesicular rocks 
10. Recall and discuss the relationship between volcanism and plate tectonics as it applies to the 
origin and location of andesitic and basaltic volcanoes. 

 

Chapter 11. Igneous Rocks 
1. Distinguish among the major classifications of intrusive igneous structures: dikes, sill, plutons, 
batholiths, stocks 
2. Explain how the texture of an igneous rock gives clues about it origin 
3. Describe how igneous rocks are classified, including mineralogical and chemical distinctions 
among granite, diorite, gabbro, ultramafic 
4. Name the sources of heat that may contribute to a rock's melting 
5. Discuss the effects that dry pressure, water pressure, and mixtures of different minerals have 
on the temperatures at which rock melt or partially melt 
6. Explain the significance of Bowen's Reaction Series 
7. Describe how variations in the composition of igneous rock may be accounted for by 
differentiation, assimilation, partial melting 
8. Explain the origin of basaltic, andesitic, granitic magmas 
9. Relate plate tectonic theory to the distribution of various types of igneous rocks and to various 
kinds of intrusive and extrusive activity 
10. Describe how intrusive activity and volcanism are related. 



 

Chapter 12. Weathering and Soil 
1. Recognize the relationship among weathering, erosion, and transportation 
2. Compare and contrast mechanical and chemical weathering 
3. Describe three processes that account for most of the mechanical weathering of rock 
4. Explain why many rocks and minerals are out of equilibrium at Earth's surface and how this 
relates to chemical weathering 
5. Describe how atmospheric gases and water decompose rock 
6. Compare the chemical weathering of the minerals feldspar and quartz and indicate why there 
is a difference 
7. Indicate how soil forms and why it is the basis for life on land 
8. Describe the characteristics of each major soil type and explain how the parent rock, time, and 
slope affect the soil profiles 
9. Differentiate between residual and transported soils 
10. Explain how climate affects the formation of pedalfers and pedocals 
11. Describe the origin of bauxite and laterite 

 

Chapter 13. Mass Wasting 
1. List controlling factors or causes of mass wasting and describe how each affects slope 
instability 
2. Discuss the various types of mass wasting in terms of type and rate of movement 
3. Recognize features of the landscape that indicate slope instability or previous episodes of mass 
wasting 
4. Compare the various techniques for controlling mass wasting especially in populated areas and 
explain why some work and others fail 
5. Explain how humans can act to reduce or accelerate mass wasting 

 

Chapter 14. Sediments and Sedimentary Rocks 
1. Explain the influence of weathering on the composition of sedimentary rocks 
2. Describe how clastic sediment particles are classified by grain size 
3. Indicate why rounding, sorting, and deposition occur 
4. Explain how loose sediment becomes sedimentary rock 
5. Differentiate among clastic, chemical, and organic sedimentary rocks 
6. Recognize the origins and characteristics of conglomerate, sandstone, shale, limestone, chert, 
and evaporites 
7. Given the following sedimentary environments, predict the type of sedimentary rock that 
might form 

• glacial 
• river 
• delta 



• lake 
• beach 
• dune 
• reef 
• shallow marine 
• deep marine  

8. Give examples of sedimentary rocks that are considered valuable and the ways they are used 
9. Describe how sedimentary rocks are used to explain Earth's history 
10. Relate the origin of petroleum, natural gas, coal, and other resources to sedimentary rocks. 

 

Chapter 15. Metamorphic Rocks 
1. Recognize how metamorphic rocks form 
2. Describe the roles of temperature, pressure, and fluids in metamorphism 
3. Indicate the factors that control the mineralogical composition and texture of a metamorphic 
rock 
4. Differentiate between confining pressure and directed pressure and describe the texture and 
structural features of the foliated rocks that are formed 
5. Discuss the concerns a builder or engineer might have about building on foliated rock 
6. Recognize how metamorphic rocks are named and classified 
7. Compare contact and regional metamorphism and the rocks that result from each 
8. Discuss the relationship between regional metamorphism and plate tectonics 
9. Explain the concept of metamorphic facies and how it relates to the classification of 
metamorphic rocks and their environment of formation 
10. Describe how hydrothermal rocks are formed and recognize their economic importance 

 

Chapter 16. Streams: Dynamics 
1. Distinguish between the tectonic and hydrologic cycle 
2. Describe and differentiate between water flow in a channel and sheet flow 
3. Give examples of the techniques farmers use to slow sheet erosion in their fields 
4. Indicate the factors that influence the velocity of a stream 
5. Recognize the relationship between stream velocity and the erosion, transportation, and 
deposition of sediment 
6. Compare three mechanisms by which a stream erodes the rock and sediment: hydraulic action, 
solution, abrasion 
7. Describe how sediment is transported as bed load, suspended load, and dissolved load 
8. Discuss the characteristic longitudinal profile of a stream 
9. Describe the various features created through repeated cycles of river erosion and deposition: 
potholes, bars, braided streams, meandering streams, flood plains, deltas, alluvial fans 
10. Recognize the role human activity can lay in intensifying or reducing the potential danger of 
natural flooding 

 



Chapter 16. Streams: Landscapes 
1. Explain how the tectonic and hydrologic cycles work together to shape the land 
2. Explain what a drainage basin is, what a drainage divide is, and how drainage divides change 
with time 
3. Indicate how streams shape their valleys by downcutting, lateral erosion, headward erosion, 
and sediment deposition 
4. Describe how mass wasting affects the development of stream valleys 
5. Relate the concepts of base level and graded stream to the process of valley development 
6. Summarize how vertical crustal movements influence landscape evolution 
7. Recognize the factors that affect slope erosion 
8. Describe the relationship between the drainage pattern and the underlying rocks 
9. Recognize the ways in which stream terraces and incised meanders form 
10. Describe the origin of superposed and antecedent streams 

 

Chapter 17. Ground Water 
1. Explain why ground water is a critical natural resource 
2. Distinguish between porosity and permeability and indicate how these factors influence 
ground water. 
3. Describe how ground water forms and describe its rate of migration 
4. Sketch the relative positions of the saturated and unsaturated zones, the water table, and 
perched water tables. 
5. Indicate how permeability and the slope of the water table control the velocity of ground-water 
flow. 
6. Recognize the relationships among springs, streams,(gaining and losing), and ground water 
7. Explain why certain rock types make good aquifers 
8. Recognize the relationship between wells and the water table and how a pumped well and the 
heavy use of ground water affect the water table. 
9. Discuss several ways in which ground water can become contaminated 
10. Relate the effects of groundwater action to the formation of caverns and depositional cave 
features and karst topography 
11. Explain how hot springs and geysers are formed 
12. Recognize the potential uses of geothermal energy 
13. Account for the origin of pressure in an artesian well 

 

Chapter 18. Glaciers and Glaciation 
1. Recognize what a glacier is and differentiate between alpone glanication and continental 
glaciation 
2. Discuss how glaciation has influenced landscapes in many parts of the world 
3. Indicate how glaciers form, grow, move, and shrink 
4. Compare the movement of a valley glacier to that of an ice sheet 
5. Contrast the erosional and depositional features of both continental and alpine glaciers 



6. Compare the effectiveness of stream, wind, and glacial erosion 
7. Distinguish among various types of moraines and explain what they indicate 
8. Recognize the characteristics of outwash deposits and the landforms built of outwash 
9. Discuss the current theories for the causes of the glacial ages 
10. Describe how past glacial ages affected the distribution of life forms 
11. Indicate the indirect effects of the glacial ages, including the formation of pluvial lakes, 
changes in sea level, and crustal rebound 

 

Chapter 19. Deserts and Wind Action 
1. Indicate where deserts are typically located and give some reasons for their geographic 
distribution 
2. Contrast the characteristics of arid regions to humid regions in terms of drainage, base level, 
and landscape 
3. Describe several landforms unique to arid regions 
4. Explain the rogin of deserts within the context of plate tectonics 
5. Describe the role of water and drainage patterns in shaping the landforms of the deserts 
6. Compare wind and water as agents of erosion and deposition 
7. Describe the behavior of wind-blown dust and sand 
8. Indicate how deflation causes blowouts and desert pavement to form 
9. Recognize how sand dunes move, and understand the facors that favor the formation of 
various dune types 
10. Recognize the origin, distribution, and importance of loess 
11. Explain desertification and its relationship to human activity 

 

Chapter 20. Waves, Currents & Beaches 
1. Describe the movement of water in waves and the relationship of waves to the build-up of surf 
2. Describe the ways in which waves erode 
3. Describe the process of wave refraction and explain its relationship to the origin of longshore 
currents 
4. Sketch and label a cross section of a typical coastal beach 
5. Contrast the profile of summer and winter beaches, and indicate why the changes occur 
6. Indicate how sand is moved in longshore drift, both on the beach face and within the surf 
zone, and describe the coastal features that can result 
7. Recognize how longshore drift can be altered by jetties, groins, and breakwaters 
8. Understand why coastlines are retreating in many areas of the world 
9. Explain the importance of river sediment and submarine canyons to beach sand supply 
10. Give examples of features found on erosional coasts, depositional coasts, drowned coasts, 
uplifted coasts, and organic coasts 
11. Suggest ways in which people are attempting to slow the effects of wave erosion, and list the 
untended consequences of their efforts 
12. Describe the origin and character of barrier islands and estuaries, and give examples of each 
13. Recognize the relationship between uplifted or depressed coasts and plate tectonics 
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